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Abstract 
Developing fragrance that is unique, meaningful, marketable, and competitive is a complex 
process.  Creativity, research, and teamwork are necessary components to successful 
outcomes.  This talk presents the collaborative process that balances consumer needs/wants 
with creativity and ingenuity to develop fragrances that impact the senses and emotions and 
ultimately enter the marketplace. 
 
Bio 
Fiona Carlston is a Scent Design Director based in Paris with IFF/International Flavors and 
Fragrances. Her role is essentially to work closely with perfumers to design fragrances for global 
clients and consumers, primarily for consumer products, such as haircare.  She studied history, 
politics, and art history at the University of Nottingham.  She began her career in South  Africa 
with Quest International, a global fragrance and flavors company, in 1993, where she began her 
specialisation in fragrance development. In 1996 Fiona moved to the Global Headquarters of 
Quest International in Ashford, UK to focus on haircare fragrance development, where she 
concentrated on global fragrance development  and consumer understanding.  After four years in 
the USA, she moved to IFF in Paris at the global centre of excellence for haircare.  Her primary 
focus has been on helping to create scents that are creative, unique, and meaningful across all 
categories servicing the needs/wants of consumers and clients.This requires a deep 
understanding of consumers from different cultures, and the creative process. 
Fiona is also a passionate amateur oil painter, specifically figure painting, with a focus on the 
different lights ,shades, and colors that skin and the figure exude, as well as the texture created 
by paint. 
 
All are welcome! 
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